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SUMMARY

Inspection on December 1-26, 1980

Areas Inspected

This routine, announced inspection involved 101 inspector-hours onsite by the
resident inspector in the areas of A-1 drywell penetration frames; A-1 and A-2
steel containments; A-1 weir wall; A-2 reactor pressure vessel pedestal; instal-
lation of A-2 reactor preessure vessel onto its pedestal; A-1 biological shield
wall; pipe system supports; open items; and independent inspection effort.

Results

Of the nine areas inspected, no violations were identified in seven. In the
areas of A-2 reactor pressure vessel pedestal and A-1 weir wall, violations of
procedures were identified in placement of concrete. These violations are
detailed in paragraphs 7 and 8.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. T. Hathcote, Site Project Manger
W. T. Quinn, Construction Engineer
R. E. Young, Assistant Construction Engineer, Project Engineering
J. T. Dorman, Assistant Construction Engineer, Second Shift
H. S. Sheppard, Assistant Construction Engineer, Quality Control
P. F. Gillespie, Supervisor, Technical Services
B. F. Huffaker, Supervisor, Materials QC Unit
H. F. Bates, Unit Supervisor, Civil Project Engineering, STRIDE
R. C. Nixon, Supervisor, Document Control Unit
F. E. Laurent, Unit Supervisor, STRIDE Mechanical Project Engineering
E. D. Sweeney, Mechanical Project Engineer
D. L. Widner, Mechanical Project Engineer
G. A. Gonsalves, QA Unit Supervisor
A. G. Debbage, QA Audit Supervisor
T. O. Wilkenson, Supervisor, Materials Services
M. U. Rudolphi, Unit Supervisor, Project Engineering, Hangers and Supports

Other licensee employees contacted included two construction foremen, four
document control personnel, two management systems personnel, eight QC
technicians, and two QA unit auditors.

* Attended exit interviews

2. Exit Interviews

The inspection scope and findings were summarized with the Project Manager
on December 5,11,12, and 19,1980.

'

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(0 pen) Infraction 518, 519 520, 521/80-18-01: Failure to Take Timely
Corrective Action on Drawing Control Findings

TVA's response letter dated November 10, 1980, outlined temporary corrective
actions and improved drawing controls. Spot checks by the QA Unit since
that time have found some obsolete drawings in the field. These were
immediately replaced.

As an improved tool to tighten control of drawings and engineering change
notices (ECNs), revised procedures have been proposed by site personnel and
have been under revision by Knoxville QA and the site construction engineer.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item 518, 519, 520, 521/79-28-02: Welder QA Training
Program
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This item was reinspected on October 1, 1980. The finding of insufficient
changes to the program has been confirmed by site audit.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Independent Inspection Effort
'

The inspector made routine surveillance tours during which the status of
project work was noted, and construction activities were inspected on
nuclear safety related structures, system and facilities. Inspection effort
was concentrated on Plant A areas.

Placement of concrete in a section of the A-2 vent wall was inspected.
Forming, installation of rebar, positioning of embedments, placements and
post placement curing were inspected as work progressed in the Plant A fuel

3

buildings, auxiliary buildings, control buildings and containment shield
buildings.

In the inspection of activities for structural concrete in these areas,
conformance with the requirements of C. F. Braun Specification 300-01,
Revision 8, " Concrete", TVA Construction Specification G-2, QCI C-201,
Revision 4 and C.E.P. 902, Revision 5, was verified.

Follow on inspections we're made of Cadwelds joining #18 rebars intercon-
necting the massive drywell penetration frames and connecting to the pre-
positioned cadweld sleeves at the top of the vent wall. Inspections by TVA
Civil QC inspectors assured that installation requirements of Erico Products
Company, manufacturer of the Cadweld hardware, were met.

By intermittent inspections the inspector verified that preheating was being'

performed ahead of welding and weld repairing for installation of the second
ring of the A-2 steel containment and the sixth ring of the A-1 steel
containment.

The inspector verified that subassemblies of piping moved from the fabri-
cation shops to the installation areas were kept adequately capped and

,

supported above storm water and construction debris. During walk-through
inspections of installation of piping and pipe supports in the A-1 fuel
building and A-1 and A-2 auxiliary buildings, the inspector confirmed the
presence of TVA mechanical and welding inspectors in work areas.

,

Installation of reinforcing steel and embedments, forming, cleaning, shel-
tering and other operations for placement of the concrete base mat for A-2
control building had been inspected intermittently by the resident inspec-

'
tor.

Placement of pour A2C-1(a),1(b), and 6a, 6(b), estimated to require 2567
cubic yards, was started at 2 a.m. , on December 19, 1980. The inspector
inspected part of the placement from 8 to.9:00 a.m. A crane and four pumps

i
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were being used to transport the concrete. Adequate Materials QC and
placement personnel were available, and facilities and weather protective
measures appeared to be adequate.

No violation of controlling specifications and procedures was identified.

6. Licensee Identified 50.55(e) Items
,

a. Status of Previously Identified Items

(0 pen) 5'.8, 519, 520, 521/80-10-03: Failure to Include Requirements
for Environmental Qualification of Mechanical Components in STRIDE
Procuramert Specifications (NCR CFB-8)

General Electric and C. F. Braun have reviewed the applicable specifi-
cations and made correction as appropriate (by ECN appended to each
srecification) to include requirements for environmental qualification
testing and reporting. This item remains open pending a TVA audit to
verify the corrective action.

(Closed) 518, 519, 520 521/79-19-01: Defective GE SB712 Auxiliary
Switches in Safety Related Switchgear (NCR 2-1)

TVA's site electrical QC supervisor has stated that the ESW switchgear
which was shipped to Hartsville with defective SB-12 auxiliary switches
has been reeequipped with replacement SB-12 auxiliary switches sup-
plied by GE-SBD. Replacements were witnessed by TVA electrical QC.

(0 pen) 518, 519, 520, 521/80-10-02: Design Deficiency of T-Head
Section of Anchor / Darling Gate Valves (NCR-6)

Fourteen valves were returned to Anchor / Darling for replacement of
deficient disks. Seven were returned to the site after rework but have
been placed on hold pending evaluation by EN-DES, Project Engineering
and/or C. F. Braun.

(Closed) Item 518/80-18-04: Anchor Spacing on Surface Mounted Plates !
(NCR HNP-A-106)

Revision No. 6 to C. F. Braun STRIDE Specification 300-6 defined
maximum spacing of anchors for surface mounted plates and the newly
specified spacing is more stringent than that on 56 plates which had
been installed. TVA's adjustments consisted of using plates as in-
stalled in the field and combining two plates into one assembly. The |

eight enabling field change requests were approved by C. F. Braun and
General Electric and have been closed out. The inspector reviewed the
applicable documentation.

,

(Closed) Item 518, 519, 520, 521/80-18-03: Failure to Keep Engineering
and Quality Manuals (CEP, QCI, RIS & PM) Current (QA Audit HT-G-80-19)
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The number of manuals required to be. maintained has been reduced. Spot
checks by the inspector since September 30, 1980, and an audit by the
site QA unit on the December 15-17 have confirmed that the remaining
manuals are being kept in current status.

(0 pen) Item 518/80-15-02 Heaters Omitted From Motor Operator (NCR
HNP-097)

Estimated delivery date for a replacement motor with motor operator and
heaters has been advanced to September 1981 by General Electric.

(0 pen) 518, 519, 520, 521/80-13-01 Atlas Machine and Iron Works QA
Breakdown (NCR's 10 HTH QEB 80-01, PBM QEB 80-01)

TVA's final report on this matter, dated December 18, 1980 states that
correction of welding and dimensional problems had been accomplished,
that Atlas'5 QA program has been revised and implemented, that a TVA
audit of hovember 3-7, 1980 verified that the program was being
properly conducted and tha.t a followup audit of Atlas is planned in
about three months.

b. New Licensee Identified Items

(0 pen) 518, 519, 520, 521/80-27-01 Link Rod Assembly - Delaval Diesels
(NCR Delaval No.1)

Eight Transamerica Delaval diesels are on site at Hartsville. These
are to be inspected to determine if the counterbore of the link rod
assembly is too shallow, a condition which could result in failure of
the assembly resulting in ultimate loss of availability of the diesel
generators. The licensee is to inspect, correct where necessary, and
report to NRC by March 2,1981.

(0 pen) 518, 520/80-27-02 Inadequate Wedge Bolt Expansion Anchors by
Rawlplug (NCR HTM-CDB-8002)

One-inch Rawl-Stud anchors recently tested developed only 75 percent of
required ultimate tensile strength and follow up tests in inplace
concrete were unacceptable. The use of low allowable loads for these
anchors in STRIDE structures may have provided an adequate factor of
safety. The licensee will review designs and will locate those already
installed in safety related structures for the one-inch size; and
report by March 25, 1981.

7. Containment (Steel Structures and Supports) - Observation of Work and Work
Activities - Unit A-2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal - Concrete Fill

On the evening of December 10 and morning of December 11, 1980, the annular
space between the inner and outer steel walls of the RPV pedestal was filled
with concrete. The placement was designated as Pour A2R-11a, lib. The
controlling specification was C. F. Braun specification 300-01, Rev. , 8,
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Concrete - STRIDE which incorporates TVA General Construction Specification
G-2, Rev. 3, Plain & Reinforced Concrete. These specifications have been
modified to agree in applicable details with ASME B&PV Code Section III -
Division 2-1975 Edition and later Addenda. Placement procedures governed by
G-2 were guided by C.E.P.9.021R5 Concrete Placement Control and inspected by
TVA technicians under QCI-C201, Rev. 4. To attain a 3,000 psi strength in
the concrete within three days, thereby permitting installation of the RPV
on the pedestal on schedule ahead of excessively cold weather, the concrete
design mix strength was channed by FCR 873 from 4,000 psi to 5,000 psi by
enrichment of the mix. The three day cylinder breaks averaged 3,300 psi and
confirming breaks at five days yielded 3,800 psi strength. The RPV was
placed on the pedestal during the evening of December 18, 1980., six and a
half days after completion of the concrete placement.

Placement activities were inspected by the resident and Region II inspector
from approximately 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. During their observations the
lateral transport of concrete by vibration after deposition, estimated to be
8' to 10', was observed. Three Materials QC inspectors were in the
vicinity, one of whom was down in the pedestal near the point of deposition.
One QC (materials) inspector when queried stated that lateral transport of
concrete up to four feet each direction was acceptable. Materials QC did
not request the placement foreman to reduce lateral flow until questioned by
the NRC inspectors.

The resident inspector later reviewed the latest revision to the controlling
specifications and found that they do not set an explicit limit to lateral
movement, stating "the concrete shall be deposited as nearly as practicable
in final position and shall not be piled up in large masses at any point and
then pushed, shoveled or vibrated into place for long distances". In the
judgement of the NRC inspectors, lateral transport was excessive. This is a
violation designated as 520/80-27-03 Excessive Lateral Movement of Plastic
Concrete.

When the transporting pump line was broken to remove or install a line
section, concrete mix ran out and was allowed to free fall approximately ten
feet. Vibration of the small volumes into the mix helped reduce any
separation which may have occurred as a result of the tree fall.

The resident inspector verified the next morning that correct curing mea-
sures had been instituted for the completed placement.

8. Containment (Structural Concrete) - Observation of Work and Work Activities
- Placement of Concrete in A-1 Weir Wall

During the period from 4:15 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on December 1, 1980, the NRC
inspectors observed TVA concrete placement and inspection activities for the
Unit A-1 weir wall. The wall is 22 inches thick, 15 feet in height and 69
feet in diameter. It is reinforced by two concentric rings of horizontal
#18 rebar (2k " diam.) backed by vertical #18 bars cadwelded to a base
plate. Nominal clearance between the horizontal ring bars is approximately
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4 1/8 inches. Clearance between the outside of the horizontal rings and the
forms approximates 4 7/8 inches.

<

Pump lines were used to transport the concrete. The mix was a 3,000 psi
design using 3/4" rock. Warmed water was used in mixing due to low ambient
temperature. Near the end of the mixing cycle a super plasticizer was added
to temporarily increase the slump and workability of the plastic concrete.

During the placement, several conditions and acts were noted by the NRC
inspectors which were in apparent violation of the criteria of the con-
trolling documents, TVA General Construction Specification G2; C.E.P.9.02
and Q.C.I .C-201:

a. By paragraph 5 of CEP 9.02, Rev. 5, Project Engineering is required to
indicate approval of reinforcing by initialing and dating the Concrete

Placement (CP) Form.

Paragraph 6 requires the responsible QC inspector (Civil for rebar) to
initial and date the C.P. Form when work is acceptable. Instead,
placement had been authorized and started although one section of #18
horizontal rebar had sprung out of position and into the narrow space
between the two rows of horizontal bars and thereby effectively bolcked;

J passage of concrete downward through the congested access. The resident
I inspector found that concrete had bridged at the intermediate

elevation. The Materials lead inspector was notified by the NRC
inspector although TVA personnel were aware of the misplaced bar. The
concrete was removed from the blockage only after the NRC inspector
discussed the problem with TVA personnel. Eventually iron workers:

wedged the out-of position bar back into position using steel wedgesi

which were then wired to rebars to prevent their displacement by
vibration,

,

b. C. F. Braun specifications 300-01 CONCRETE-STRIDE paragraph 9.12 and
10.4.1 and its appended TVA Specification G-2, Plain and Reinforced
Concrete, paragraphs 9.1 and 10.4 place restrictions on free fall,
lateral flow, layer thickness, etc.

I TVA Materials personnel and Civil Project engineers had concurred in
construction's plan to place concrete entirely from the top of the 15'
wall without taking compensating steps such as providing incremental
elevation side chutes for concrete, and without view ports in the

! inner, wooden forms from which flow of concrete could be verified by

i inspectors.
;

C. F. Braun Specification 300-01 requires that concrete should not be
allowed to free fall over 10 feet, nor allowed to bounce from the rebar
grid on the way down, nor pile excessively,nor be excessively trans-
ported laterally by vibration. TVA Construction provided plastic

j tubing "tremie" or " elephant trunk" extensions to the pump lines in an
attempt to meet these requirements. In the narrow access, these tubes'

were expanded and " bulged", by the concrete between the successive rows

,
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of rebars and clogged. Corrective efforts, including vibration of the
side of the tube, were not effective so the laborers cut off the tube
and sliced it to free the concrete which then fell through the rebar
grid. New tubes were then installed, and the process repeated without
eliminating the problem.

QCI C-201 Instruction 3 requires Materials QC to verify that adequate
vibrators are assigned to the pour. Three-inch head vibrators which
were being used were too lara for the congested area. Three were
abandoned in the placement after becoming stuck. One-inch (pencil)
vibrators were available nearby, but were not brought to the placement
un'til the resident inspector inquired about the failure to utilize
them.

c. G-2 Specification, paragraph 10.4 discusses vibration at point of
deposition and restrictions on flow,

d. G-2 Specification, paragraph 10.4 controls layering to between 12
inches and 18 inches, in even layers. Uneven layering of fill
occurred, in excess of the 18 inches height permitted.

e. Specification 300-01, paragraph 10.5 and Specification G-2, paragraph
10.4 and 10.7 seem to require continuious deposition or shutting down
until problems are solved.

There appeared to be inadequate aggressiveness on the part of Materials and
Construction personnel in initiating timely corrective actions as problems
arose,

f. When placement problems arose, apparently due to excessive stiffness of
arriving mix, a timely decision was not made by the responsible
personnel to halt placement until the problems were analyzed and
solved. There was delay by the laboratory in notifying the field men
that the low slump of delivered concrete was apparently due to the
effect of the heating water on the plasticizer. Delays in placing the
concrete compounded the problem of inadaquate slump.

g. When the requirements of Specification 300-01, Section 11 Compacting
have not been met and voids impairing structural continuity and
integrity occur, these must be repaired as discussed in Specification
300-02, Section 13.0 Finishing and Patching.

Because of the problems encountered during the placement and the
; placement methods, used, voids could have occurred in the weir wall.

The resident inspector was told that stripping of the forms is
scheduled for December 24, 1980. If voids are noted, NRC-IE RII will
be notified so that an NRC inspector can examine the wall.

h. Responsible licensee personnel were not present in the early, critical
'

stage of this very difficult wall placement.

|
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1. NRC is concerned that TVA's engineers and construction management
apparently did not recognize the construction problems inherent in the
congested design and initiate restudy by C. F. Braun and TVA design
units.

j, Unfamiliarity with placement procedure strictures on the part of
construction personnel appears to have contributed to the problems
encountered. The failures to adhere to the requirements of procedures
and specifications during the operations described above are considered
a violation and will be designated as 518/80-27-03.

The TVA Project manager was subsequently advised by the NRC inspectors
on December 1,1980 that managements preplanning for this placement was
inadequate and that TVA Civil QC and Civil project engineers should not
have authorized start of the placement and accepted the displaced bar
condition as uncorrectable.

9. Reactor Vessel Installation--Observation of Work and Work Activities-Unit
A-2

The resident inspector observed the activities preceding and during lifting
of the A-2 reactor pressure vessel, by the 1000 ton gantry crane, from
temporary storage adjacent to the reactor building, its transport to a
position above its pedestal, and lowering of the RPV to a position six feet
above the pedestal flange where the vessel base flange was cleaned to remove
rust and adherents. During these operations the machined pedestal flange
was protected by plastic covers.

The vessel was lifted'from its oak cribbing support starting at approxi-
mately 12:30 p.m. on December 18, 1980, and positioned at a height adequate
to clear containment rebar and gantry members. Movement was interrupted for
shift change, then the vessel was moved across and down to a position for
flange cleaning. Its lowering onto the pedestal occurred at 5:16 p.m. Its

azimuth orientation was checked and approved by by TVA mechanical project
engineering and General Electric representatives. Verification of accept-
able verticality (plumb) by a General Electric survey team is scheduled for
January 5,1981.

On the morning following vessel installation tha resident inspector
inspected the fitup and preliminary bolting. The project engineers stated
that matchup of the mating flange faces was so close that a 0.015 inch
feeler gange could not be inserted at any place around the periphery.

The installation activities observed were controlled by STRIDE Work Package
No. 0280-M2: Plant A-2, Reactor Building - Reactor (B13-0002) - Inital Set
of Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV).

Anchor bolt installation and torquing will be covered by another work
package.

;
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No violation or deviations was identified in the operations observed.

10. Status of I.E. Circulars

The following circulars are closed for the record since they are not
applicable to the Hartsville Nuclear Plant.

IEC 23 Potential Defects in Beloit Power Systems Engineering Emer-
gency generators. Hartsville generators are Brown Boveri

IEC 24 AECL Teletherapy Unit Malfunctions. Hartsville is not a
teletherapy licensee.
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